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Abstract— Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are the independent collection of devices connected without the usage of 

manipulates base station or gets admission to factors. Mobile ad-hoc network includes a group of nodes outfitted with wireless 

interfaces, which are ready to communicate among themselves within the elimination of network infrastructure. In MANETs, 

nodes can operate records immediately with every different and every node perform like a router. As compared with stressed 

out networks. MANETs are greater defenseless because of safety attacks attributable to an infrastructure much less community. 

Presenting the protection measures has changed into a critical part in MANETs. This paper presents an impression of MANETs 

with various applications, plenty of attacks and demanding situations. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

A mobile ad hoc network (MANETs) carries there may be no 

infrastructure [1] because the movable nodes in the network 

dynamically set of connections amongst themselves to 

transmit packets [2]. Figure 1 shows the simple layout of 

MANETs.  

 

Fig.1 Simple layout of MANET 

In a MANETs, every node that's present inside the network 

not handiest works as a host, however, the nodes can also 

function as a router. when the transaction is happens, each 

node inside the network is involved to ahead the records and 

in addition to nodes can obtained the information 

subsequently its form a wireless local area network(WLAN) 

[3].right here by means of, we present a distinctive view of 

programs, security attack and demanding situations of 

MANETs. 

Characteristics of MANETs are self-systematization and self- 

administering behaviours and each node on this network is a 

mobile node [4].In MANETs community topology regularly 

trade and it makes a wireless network. The nodes appear 

within the MANETs are continue as a host and a router [5]. 

Multiple hop routing takes location. MANETs has a familiar 

characteristic inclusive of power constraint, the version in 

scale, heterogeneity, decentralization, variable routing paths, 

dynamic topology, there is no get entry to factor required, 

disbursed operation. 

 

This paper organized as follows: Section I contains the 

introduction of MANET, Section II presents the Applications 

of MANET, Section III contains the challenges in MANET, 

Section IV Introduces the types of attacks. The architecture 

of attacks present in Section IV, section V describes results 

and discussion of MANET, Section VII concludes research 

work with future directions. 

 

II. MANETS APPLICATIONS 

The Application of MANETs is given below: Military field, 

device Networks business Sector, Medical Service, Personal 

space Network (PAN), Disaster relief, defence, land defence 

and Navy defence, Military and rescue operations area unit 

one in all the sensitive applications of MANETs [4], [6].  

 

A. Military Battlefield 
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MANETs be utilized in the military for communication 

whereby the prepared equipped troopers engaged in the 

warfare discipline consisting of armoured fighting 

automobile, fighter planes, tankers, and missile ships. It’s the 

potential to deal down dynamic topological changes, speak 

within the shortage of any mounted infrastructure and 

quicker and fewer troublesome implementation of 

community in emergency sites [7]. MANETs used to supply 

a knowledge among the various army gadgets that's 

protection motors, soldiers, and military management head 

geographical point [6].  

 

B. Sensor Networks 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) area unit the package of 

MANETs its turning into famed currently in various regions 

like military programs, environmental utility, clever homes, 

fitness chase and then on [8].The nodes that are within the 

WSN will sense the distinctive atmosphere and ship the facts 

to the bottom station.  

 

C. Commercial Sector 

Base station thinks about to analysis the user result business 

Sector Mobile ad hoc networks are often unremarkably 

utilized in disaster relief efforts, emergency operations, e.g. 

in flood, fire, , or earthquake [9].during the disaster time 

associate emergency operations required wherever speedy 

preparation of a communication network. Information is sent 

from one operation team member to a different rescue team 

member [6]. 

 

D.  Medical Service 

Medical Service the mobile ad hoc networks additionally 

supplies many benefits within the field of medicine. 

Throughout the disaster rescue method, the medical team 

required quick and effective communication to safeguard the 

victims. In an exceedingly medical sector, we've got a 

wireless Patient observance system its wont to manage the 

internal organ difficulty by the employment of accidental 

network [10]. 

 

E. Personal Area Network (PAN) 

Personal Area Network (PAN) will access inside the range of 

10m. It’s the accessibility of wireless gadgets inside the 

range of individual person [9]. If a personal person 

movement together with his laptop computer and his Printer, 

organizer and it will extend the access to the web by UMTS, 

GPRS, and Wireless LAN (WLAN) [6].  

 

F. Disaster Relief 

once a disaster happen it becomes difficult to produce 

services within the affected areas thanks to the shortage of 

communication [11].if any disaster happened in an 

exceedingly specific place several peoples have lost their 

lives, shelter and that they could also be underneath the 

folded building and there's no network supplier service 

within the mobile phones throughout the emergency state of 

affairs MANET is employed for the communication purpose.  

III.  CHALLENGES IN MANET 

 A. Security  

In MANET, security is one the necessary challenge as a 

result of its wireless nature. The User transmission the 

information from one node to a different node should be 

transmitted securely and utterly. 

 

B. Quality of Service 

In MANETs QoS is a very important challenge for the 

various reasonably quality level demands by the network 

nodes [12], [13]. It is terribly laborious to satisfy priority 

demand associated with QoS thus these networks needed the 

best management of QoS particularly just in case of 

transmission [14].  

 

C. Limitations of wireless network 

The radio cluster is restricted within the wireless networks 

and as a result, information amounts it will give abundant 

lesser than what a sure network will give [15]. Packet loss 

occurring owing to a transmission error. Disconnection and 

partitions often it's restricted communication information 

measure.  

 

D. Hidden terminal problem 

Hidden terminal downside Hidden terminal downside seem 

within the scenario of a node is visible from an access 

purpose, however, all the nodes cannot sense the Carrier 

sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) 

[16]. In order that CSMA/CA doesn't work properly. 

Therefore the matter occurred. 

 

E. Packet losses due to transmission error 

Packet losses owing to transmission error In MANET, owing 

to the hidden terminals, frequent path brakes, the presence of 

interference, one-way links, its faces the high packet loss. 

Information measure information measure constraints are 

high in MANET [17]. 

 

F. Bandwidth 

Bandwidth allocation is that the sophisticated downside since 

it's shared between the neighbouring hosts, whereas 

individual host has no acknowledgment concerning the 

opposite network traffic of the neighbouring hosts [18]. 

MANET maintains the routing tables for all the nodes, 

repetitively and unendingly, owing to this movement results 

in the expenditure of an oversized quantity of information 

measure.  

 

G.  Mobility-induced route changes 

Mobility-induced route changes the network topology in an 

ad hoc wireless network is very dynamic owing to the 

movement of the nodes; therefore associate in progress 
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method undergoes continual path breaks this circumstance 

typically results in regular route changes [19]. 

 

H. Energy Consumption 

Energy utilization of the cellular phones that subscribe in 

(MANETs) network depends on energy resources like 

batteries that could be a downside in wireless networks. In 

MANETs, devices are perpetually communicating with 

another device and this energy consumption place a vital role 

[20]. 

 

I. Infrastructure and Routing overhead 

In mobile ad hoc networks nodes typically amendment their 

position inside network owing to these properties of MANET 

its results in routing overhead. Thus some previous routes 

turn out within the routing table that results in unneeded 

routing overhead the node within the MANETs perpetually 

moving and dynamical the nodes locations and its tough 

predict the patterns of distribution and route call [20].  

 

J. Battery constraints  

Battery constraints devices utilized in mobile ad hoc 

networks have constraints on the facility supply so as to keep 

up portability, size and weight of the devices [17].   

IV.  SECURITY ATTACKS IN MANET 

Ad hoc networks are usually dependent on two varied levels 

of attacks [21]. The primary stage of attack happens on the 

essential procedure of the unplanned network like routing. 

The second level of attacks can injure the protection 

mechanisms engaged within the MANET [6]. Figure 2 shows 

the Classification of security attacks in MANETs. 

 

Many of the presently procurable attacks have a typical 

property and are classified into completely different attacks 

supported by their minor variations. Attacks on mobile ad 

hoc networks may be divided into following two categories: 

Passive Attacks, Active Attacks [22], [6].  

 

 A. Passive Attacks 

MANETs are additional defenceless to passive attacks. A 

passive attack doesn't modification the info broadcast among 

the network [23]. A Passive attack is barely monitor the 

network in silent some its scan the open ports and vulnerable 

things. [21]. Deep descriptions of passive attacks are given 

below: Eavesdropping could be a passive attack that occurred 

among the mobile ad-hoc network [21].  

1) Eavesdropping 

Eavesdropping helps the hacker to seek out the key and lead 

from the communication between the transmitter and receiver 

[6] Snooping is unauthorized access to a different person's 

knowledge. 

2) Snooping 

Snooping is alike to eavesdropping attack however snooping 

isn't essentially obligatory to gaining access to knowledge 

throughout its sending [22].Snooping uses computer code 

program to remotely keep a watch on activity on a network 

device or a computer [24]. Traffic Analysis in MANETs the 

route similarly as date packets each is vital for opponent 

[25]. For example, secret data regarding constellation may be 

derived by examining traffic patterns [24].  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Classification of Security Attack 

 

3) Traffic Analysis 

Traffic analysis supported the analysis and tracks of the 

flow of traffic and also the network format resulting in find 

nodes and have access to them. [20], [24].  

 

4) Monitoring 

Monitoring relies on access to secret information while not 

having the ability to alter or adapt them [20].  

 

5) Replay Attack 

Replay attack Replay attack comprise replay of before 

captured routing traffic by the malicious node [6]. Replay 

attack creates inaccurate routing data and confusing the 

network [26]. 
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B. Active Attacks 

Active attacks are terribly dangerous attacks on the ad hoc 

network. But active attacks classified into 2 classes that's 

external attacks and internal attacks may be internal or external 

[22][6]. Active external attacks distributed by outside sources 

that don't slot into the ad hoc network [6].External attacks will 

be distributed by nodes that don't belong to the wireless 

network.  

 

Active attacks may be prohibited by victimization normal 

security mechanisms like firewalls and encoding techniques. 

Internal attacks are approved by compromised nodes that are 

primarily a part of the network. Ever since the attackers are 

already a part of the network as certified nodes, internal 

attacks are a lot of strict and sophisticated to find when put 

next to external attacks. Brief descriptions of active attacks 

area unit given below: Network Layer Attacks, Transport 

Layer Attacks, Application Layer Attacks, and Multi-layer 

Attacks. 

 

1) Network Layer Attacks 

The list of dissimilar quite attacks on network layer and their 

temporary explanations area unit given below:  

 

A. Worm hole Attack 

In wormhole attack, the offender nodes there within the 

network at one facet captures the packet from the trusty node 

and enclose the packet with the assistance of passage approach 

and transfer it to the opposite offender node or malicious node 

there within the ad hoc network [6], [27]. In wormhole attack, 

a malevolent node accepts packets at one website within 

the network and tunnels them to at least one a lot of place 

within the network, wherever these packets area unit resent 

into the network [22]. 

 

B. Black hole Attack  

In black hole attacks, the offender or malicious node 

keeps on causing positive replies for the route requests. 

Malicious node attracts all the node by mistreatment 

pretend route reply, pretend the shortest route created to 

the destination then the offender discard this node while 

not forwarding them to destination [2], [26]. 

 

C. Byzantine Attack 

A Byzantine attack could be a sort of attack were 

intermediate nodes area unit collided (i.e. works area unit 

been administrated underneath collusion) and routing loops 

area unit created to hold out byzantine attacks. Packets 

forwarding through non-optimal nodes and corrupted packet 

dropping area unit caused by Byzantine attack [28]. 

Wherever the results area unit degraded into routing 

services. It’s sophisticated to discover the byzantine failure. 

The network would seem to be operative usually among the 

point of view of the nodes, though it ought to actually be 

showing Byzantine behaviour.  

 

D. Gray-Hole Attack 

The Gray-hole assault has its own exclusive behaviour. Two 

commonest quite behaviour: It too drops information packets, 

but node’s malicious activity is forbidden to positive 

conditions or trigger [29], [30]. (i) Node dependent attack – 

drops information packets destined towards positive specific 

Associate in Nursing wager precise definite an explicit victim 

node or coming back from a certain node, whereas for 

various nodes it behaves unremarkably by routing 

information packets to the destination nodes properly. (ii) 

Time-dependent attack – drops information packets supported 

some predetermined/trigger time whereas behaving 

unremarkably throughout the alternative instances.  

 

Information revealing any control exchange ought to be 

protected throughout the communication technique. Also, the 

essential data continue nodes ought to be secure from 

unauthorized access. In ad hoc networks, such data may 

contain one thing, e.g., the precise standing details of a node, 

the position of nodes, personal keys or secret keys, 

passwords, and so on. The management data may be a heap 

of vulnerable for security than the traffic data.  

 

A compromised node may leak important data or hint to 

unauthorized nodes there among the network. Data with 

reference to the network geographic location of nodes, 

topology or optimum routes [22] to licensed nodes among the 

ad hoc network. (ii) Time dependent attack – drops 

information packets supported some predetermined/trigger 

time whereas behaving unremarkably throughout the 

alternative instances.  

 

E. Information Disclosure 

Any control exchange ought to be protected throughout the 

communication technique. Also, the essential data continue 

nodes ought to be secure from unauthorized access. In ad hoc 

networks, such data may contain one thing, e.g., the precise 

standing details of a node, the position of nodes, personal 

keys or secret keys, passwords, and so on. 

 

The management data may be a heap of vulnerable for 

security than the traffic data. A compromised node may leak 

important data or hint to unauthorized nodes there among the 

network. Data with reference to the network geographic 

location of nodes, topology or optimum routes [22] to 

licensed nodes among the ad hoc network. 

 

F. Resource Consumption Attack 

In Resource consumption attack, attacker consumes or 

wasted the resources of various nodes gift among the 

network. The resources that information measure targeted, 

battery power, and machine power, that live measure 
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limitedly offered in ad hoc wireless networks. The attacks 

can be among the type of gratuitous requests for routes, 

really recurrent generation of beacon packets, or forwarding 

of stale packets to nodes [22]. Using up the battery power of 

another node by keeping that node forever busy by endlessly 

pumping packets thereto node is known as a sleep 

deprivation attack. 

 

2) Transport Layer Attacks 

 

A. Session Hijacking 

Session hijacking may well be a faultfinding error and 

provides an opportunity to the malevolent node to behave as 

a legitimate system [31]. The entire communications area 

unit genuine exclusively at the beginning of session setup. 

Owing to the advantage of this, the session hijacking attack 

may surface. In the beginning, the user takeoff the IP 

addresses of the target system and started the proper 

assortment selection. Then he performs a DoS attack on the 

sufferer. As Associate in end consequence, the target device 

can become inaccessible for a few times. The attacker 

currently continues the session with the opposite machine as 

a sure appliance.  

 

3) Application Layer Attacks 

  

A. Repudiation attack 

Repudiation attack outlined because of the denial or tried 

denial via a node spirited within the communication or a 

part of the affiliation. Example of repudiation attack could 

be a technological system whereby an unpleasant person 

might deny enterprise AN operation on a credit score card 

purchase or deny any online group action Non-repudiation 

is one in each of the essential needs for a protection 

protocol in any communication network [32].  

 

4) Multi-layer Attacks 

 

A. Denial of Service 

In denial of service attack, an aggressor tries to save lots of 

you real and authoritative users from the services bestowed 

through the network. A denial of service (DoS) attack could 

also be licensed in many ways in which The common 

manner is to flood packets to centre aid gift within the 

network in order that the helpful resource is no longer 

obtainable to nodes among the network, as results of that 

the community no longer running within the manner it 

become designed to perform [33]. This ends during a failure 

within the shipping of assured offerings to the end-users. 

Owing to the particular of unexpected ad hoc wireless 

networks, there still exist several bigger ways to begin a 

DoS attack in any such network, which might now not be 

viable in stressed networks.  

DoS attacks will move at any layer within the network 

protocol stack [34]. At the physical and MAC layers, 

preventative alerts that interrupt the ongoing transmissions 

on the wireless channel. At the network layer, an opponent 

may participate at intervals the routing method and use the 

routing protocol to disturb the everyday functioning of the 

network. As an example, an opponent node drops a certain 

no of packets during a session which can result in 

degradation at intervals the nice of service being provided 

via the community. Jamming assault may be a special type 

of  DoS attacks.  

 

B. Jamming   

In jamming attack initiated with the help of the malicious 

node when working out the frequency of communication 

[25]. The sender transfer indicators along with protection 

threats. In this attack, in addition, prevents the reception of 

legitimate packets. 

 

C.SYN Flooding 

SYN Flooding on this way of attack, a malicious node sends 

a huge quantity of SYN packets to a sufferer node, spoofing 

the return addresses of the SYN packets. The SYN-ACK 

packets are measure sent out from the victim when it 

receives the SYN packets from the assailant then the victim 

waits for the reaction of SYN-ACK packet. With none 

impact of SYN-ACK packets, the half-open information 

structure item at intervals the victim node [35]. If the 

sufferer node retailers these half-opened connections during 

a set-length table at an equivalent time because it awaits the 

acknowledgment of the 3-manner acknowledgment, all of 

these unfinished connections ought to overflow the buffer, 

and therefore the injured node couldn't be capable of being 

the other valid makes an attempt to open an affiliation.  

 

The time-out related to an unfinished affiliation, that the 

half-open connections can ultimately expire and also the 

victim node might in addition bounce back [36]. The 

malicious nodes perpetually sending packets that request 

new connections faster than the expiration of unfinished 

connections. 

 

D. Packet Dropping Attack    

Packet Dropping Attack is kind of denial of service attack 

[37]. In MANET, the nodes which are present in the network 

will drop the packet without forwarding them to the 

destination. 

 

V. REULTS  AND  DISCUSSIONS 

In the above session we have discussed the various MANET 

applications like a military battlefield, PAN, medical field 

etc. and also analyzed a type of attacks. From fig. 1 we can 

see the basic structure of MANET. In the introduction part, 

we can see the brief discussion about MANET and its 

characteristics. According to the characteristics of MANET, 

it’s vulnerable and the network can be easily affected by the 
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attacker hence providing security to MANET is necessary. 

Under the security attacks in MANET, we can find a fig. 2 

classification diagram of attacks. This diagram illustrates all 

the attacks which are presented in the MANET and have 

given the detailed description of all the attacks.  In this paper, 

we had discussed a brief and in-depth view of all the attacks 

which is presented in MANET as the result we conclude that 

MANET has to be secured by the above-mentioned attacks. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

The desire of this paper is to distinguish the simple 

concept of mobile ad-hoc networking along with its 

security attacks. The use of mobile ad hoc networks 

(MANETs) has increased over past decade. An mobile ad-

hoc network turning into the widest location of research, 

masses of adjustments are occurring day-by-day. The 

security in MANETs has additionally become extra 

essential for this reason. The challenges and safety attacks 

noted above in paper is improvement topic for 

researchers. Destiny research needs to be centred on 

exploring, similarly to preventing the feasible attack to 

make mobile ad hoc network a secure and reliable 

network. 
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